
THE ONLY SUPPLEMENT  THE ONLY SUPPLEMENT  
YOU WILL EVER NEEDYOU WILL EVER NEED

Journey beyond super natural foods with MANNA, the breakthrough mineral, nutrient and frequency formula that 

represents a quantum leap in essential nutrition. 

MANNA is a proprietary formulation that contains Magnesium, Potassium, Calcium, Sulfur, Humic and Fulvic acid and  

88 other trace minerals and essential enzymes and utilizes a unique resonant structuring and charging technology.

MANNA provides an unsurpassed mineral and nutrient delivery matrix that is absorbed quickly and efficiently by every 

cell in the body.

WELCOME TO FEELING CONNECTED AND ALIVEWELCOME TO FEELING CONNECTED AND ALIVE

AT MANNA we are committed to bringing products  

to market that address some of the most important  

health challenges humanity is facing today.

Utilizing resonant science technology, we are  

creating the first doctor-endorsed product of  

its kind.

MANNA can address issues associated with  

obesity, depression, addiction, sleep, cognitive  

functioning, libido, immune function and more.

Fundamentally, MANNA restores balance and  

harmony to the body and mind.



HOW DO I USE MANNA?HOW DO I USE MANNA?

INSTRUCTIONS

Remove one sachet from the product box. 

Each sachet is a single, daily dose. 

Hold the sachet over a drink and fold it until 

it snaps. Squeeze out all contents into water, 

coconut milk or your favorite nut milk.  

You can also add Manna to chocolate or 

coffee flavored beverages.

Enjoy!

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Our single dose packaging removes the 

challenges of working with pure resins like 

Shilajit that can harden when delivered in 

screw top or pump applications. 

Our sachets also ensure that the correct 

dose is always delivered.  

Manna is practical and convenient for 

taking to work, traveling and sharing  

with friends. 

Our packaging is recyclable and a 

compostable option will be available soon.
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ABOUT MANNAABOUT MANNA

MANNA is formulated to support vital functions and  

give your body access to essential nutrients required for  

it to thrive.

MANNA contains plant and ocean minerals and nutrients 

from unique, pristine, natural sources.

We have gathered the richest and most concentrated nutrients from the highest place on earth and the lowest place on 

earth. One is black, one is white. One is from the ocean and the other is from the highest mountains. One is plant-based 

and one is sea-based. This is a holistic, dynamic formula to support health, longevity and vitality. 

When tested in a laboratory the ingredients comes together like the black and white keys on a piano providing a  

full spectrum foundation and a perfect symphony of essential nutrients and frequencies available for your mind,  

body and spirit.

MANNA provides a full complement of macro and trace minerals in their most highly absorbable form. These Himalayan 

and Dead Sea minerals optimize cellular pH, enhance cellular hydration and charge our body electric, promoting vitality.

MANNA SUPPORTSMANNA SUPPORTS

UNIQUE & ENHANCED - BEYOND SUPERFOODUNIQUE & ENHANCED - BEYOND SUPERFOOD
THE SOURCE OF ALL OTHER SUPPLEMENTS AND LIFE ITSELFTHE SOURCE OF ALL OTHER SUPPLEMENTS AND LIFE ITSELF

ENHANCED  
ENERGY

CELLULAR  
HYDRATION

ANTI 
AGING

IMPROVED 
FOCUS

PH  
BALANCE

• Magnesium 
• Potassium 

• Sulfur 
• Calcium 

• Fulvic Acid 
• Amino Acids 

• Enzymes 
• Nootropics 

• Ionic Trace Minerals 
• Electrolytes



I don’t advocate relying on too many supplements for your nutritional needs, but it’s not always 

possible to get everything you need these days from diet alone. I am a big fan of supplementing 

with humic and fulvic acids, which supply the most bio-available minerals on Earth. Humic  

and fulvic acids are naturally produced in soil when beneficial microbes transform mineral rocks 

and mineral metals within the earth into activated, organic and ionic cell-ready forms. These 

acids contain all 74 organic minerals and trace minerals in the appropriate ratios, as well as 

vitamins and amino acids, in a form that both plants and humans can easily assimilate and utilize.

DR. BETH MCDOUGALL ON MANNADR. BETH MCDOUGALL ON MANNA
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We now understand the energetic nature of our biology and the electrical nature of our bodies. We are ushering in  

a new era of frequency therapeutics where we can affect changes in the human body through communication of  

vibrational information.

AND

We look to nature for elements that support the body electric and information transfer: Pure, structured water and 

balanced minerals in readily absorbable, bio-available forms.

MANNA is ushering in a new era of frequency therapeutics and natural elements that support the body electric.

MANNA is a total solution for Health, Beauty and Longevity.

The cell membrane is a battery, so when we have the optimal concentrations of macro-minerals inside the cell you get 

a different electrical charge inside the cell versus outside the cell and that’s called the “cell membrane potential”. So 

by having the correct nutrient delivery you are literally charging the battery of your cells. The health of your cells is 

completely dependant on the cell membrane potential.

YOUR BODY IS 
MADE OF 100 

BILLION CELLS

THE SECOND 
VITAL NEED IS  

MINERALS

THE CELL’S  
#1 NEED IS OXYGEN  

AND HYDROGEN



WHAT DOES MANNA DO FOR THE BODY?WHAT DOES MANNA DO FOR THE BODY?

More than just a supplement, MANNA is a 

powerful formula that provides the ultimate 

combination of nutrients for good health.

• Detoxify and remineralize cells

• Nourish and hydrate cells

•  Proper communication and regeneration  
of body cells

• Repair damaged tissues

• Prevent muscle cramps

• Anti-aging support

• Relief from joint pain

• Increases electrolytes

• Improve vision

• Increase energy levels

• Promote DNA and RNA synthesis

• Strengthen bones & teeth

• Maintain healthy blood sugar levels

• Maintain healthy immune system function

• Promote healthy cellular pH balance

• Enhance mental clarity and focus

• Increase right/left brain balance

•  Increase positive emotions and greater sense  

of inner peace

• Enhance intuition

•  Mitigate stress

• Enhance lucid dreams

• Enhance creativity

• Deepen meditative & prayer states 

•  Enhance access to higher Universal Knowledge

•  Improve universal communication across  

all systems

MANNAMANNA delivers Fulvic Acid, Humic Acid, 22 Amino acids, Enzymes,  delivers Fulvic Acid, Humic Acid, 22 Amino acids, Enzymes, 
Triterpenes, Magnesium, Potassium and 88 other ocean and plant-Triterpenes, Magnesium, Potassium and 88 other ocean and plant-

based essential elements in there most bio-available form.based essential elements in there most bio-available form.



WHY MANNA IS DIFFERENT THAN  WHY MANNA IS DIFFERENT THAN  
ANYTHING ELSE ON THE MARKET TODAYANYTHING ELSE ON THE MARKET TODAY

Shilajit is a substance that has been used in Eastern European Holistic and Ayurvedic 

Medicine, ancient practices that spans over 5,000 years. Both practices were used primarily 

to improve and maintain health and vitality.

To this day, many Asian countries still follow these 

ancient practices. If one thing can be said about 

traditional health practices, they stood the test of 

time. All holistic health practices have been built 

upon the concept of maintaining equilibrium in the 

body. Such balance leads to a longer and healthier 

life without the need for prescription medicine. In 

Eastern European, Russian Shamanic, Ayurvedic, 

Mongolian, Persian, Nepalese and Caucasus 

naturopathy traditions, Shilajit is considered the 

pinnacle health substance. 

We combine our premium Shilajit with Dead Sea Ormus, which is mixed and produced using our proprietary vortex 

technology. We have a unique source solution and no chemicals are used during the formulation process. Our proprietary 

solution targets hydration, cellular charge, fluid modulation and connectivity. We believe we have developed the greatest 

supplement on the market today, providing a complete nutritional foundation for sustained health and longevity.

MANNAVITALITY.COM


